Question 6.

In the sixth question, respondents ranked from 1 to 7 the importance of the external obstacles to internationalization. For this question, 1 means “not important” and 7 means “very important”.

According to the percentage of the top two boxes (T2B) which means the very important external obstacles to take in mind and the rating average. The majority thinks that the biggest external obstacle is the Reduced public or private funding to support the internationalization efforts of our higher education with 60% and an average of 5.31. The second obstacle is the The language barrier with 36% and an average of 4.57. The third obstacle is The internationalization of higher education is not a priority of national policies with 33% and an average of 4.20. The fourth obstacle is the Perception of insecurity in our country / city with 31% and an average of 3.95. The fifth obstacle is Limited recognition of the ability of the country / or region to provide high quality of education with 29% and an average of 3.98. And the sixth external obstacle is Visa restrictions imposed on our students by other countries with 27%.
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